LICENCING OPPORTUNITY

Introduction
This information pack will provide an overview of the Armed Bars
business proposal and its unique product range which features our
patented Armed Bar Technology.

The comprehensive business outline in this document will allow you
to make an informed decision before embarking on this exciting
new business venture with us, trading with exclusive rights to the
brand we’re passionate about – Armed Bars.
Using the information gleaned here, you should start thinking about
potential market opportunities in your region – in which town or city
would it be most viable to trade, for example. And with our existing
knowledge and know-how in the field, we will strive to offer the
support and guidance you will need to launch your successful startup ... but more about that a little later.
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Overview
Much has been said in the media about how to be a successful
entrepreneur, but hardly enough is said to emphasize the
importance of recognizing, and then grabbing, an opportunity
that can be a potential game changer in an industry. Look
no further because Armed Bars is that silver bullet, once-off
opportunity you’ve been looking for.
Here is your chance to become a leader in the security industry by acquiring exclusive rights to
the patented Armed Bar Technology range of security products to sell in your region with an
exclusive license, or across multiple regions, with an exclusive master license. This product
range will not only improve and modernize the physical security barrier industry in the US, but
it will also improve and compliment your client’s existing alarm monitoring system with a 24/7
active alarm sensor.
What makes this product different is that it is one of very few on the market that successfully
marries an existing alarm system to a physical barrier. This unique line of products, fitted with our
patented Armed Bar Technology, will have vast scalable opportunities because it pairs the very
best of two previously separate industries – physical entry-point barriers and alarm monitoring
systems – to become one unmatched integrated product.
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So this is how it works, in a nutshell
At its core, Armed Bar Technology products boast the following features:
Physically strong transparent barrier

Most secure alarm sensor

Made from approved Polycarbonate
material that is aesthetically pleasing
with impeccable, high-impact strength.
This material is typically used by police
officers as shields during riots, bullet
resistant and airplane windows.

The Armed Bar Technology allows for a special wire
to be securely wedged in specially made grooves
on either side of a transparent Polycarbonate
bar. The wire can be connected to any alarm
monitoring system. This will provide your client
with a permanent armed perimeter protection.

Armed Bar Technology is tech and innovation you can trust. The unique selling point of the
Armed Bar product range is that it ingeniously combines two different branches of traditional
security barriers to form one truly efficient security product.
Now that you know the basics and understand what it is we’re passionate about – quality security
solutions using Armed Bar Technology, become part of the revolution. Go on, seize the day!
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Transparent
Polycarbonate bar

Special wire
(Alarm sensor)

Who are we?
ArmedBars.com is a newly-formed company, opperationg in the United States (US).
We provide high quality, superior strength, aesthetically pleasing, transparent security
barriers to our clients using our patented Armed Bar Technology.
Armed Bar Technology was designed, developed and patented by Marius de Villiers,
Managing Director and shareholder of ViewProtect Security (Pty) Ltd, a registered
business in South Africa. ViewProtect has already established itself in South Africa,
notorious for soaring crime rates, as an innovative market leader in the field of
security, having developed, tested and installed transparentbarriers in the country
for a number of years.
At the time of the product’s development, Marius was driven by specific needs
called for by the security industry in South Africa. His attentive response was to
develop Armed Bar Technology, a product solution that provides a reliable alarm
sensor that will not trigger accidental false alarms; a permanent alarm protection
barrier, even when the property is occupied; will allow for alarm protection, even in
areas where it was not previously possible (such as bathrooms, occupied bedrooms,
etc) and allows for a physically strong and aesthetically pleasing barrier.
Polycarbonate bars, particularly when strengthened with Armed Bar Technology,
has been proven to stand its ground against the often relentless, and the sometimes
violent, onslaught of criminals in South Africa.
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MISSION

VISION

Keep on developing and
innovating in the field of
reliable security barriers, that
are aesthetically pleasing, while
able to provide 24/7 alarm
monitoring protection.

•

To be the market leader in the transparent security barrier
industry in the US;

•

To develop affordable, transparent security products for a
global market;

•

To manufacture products to the highest possible standards;

•

Improve barriers for the growing, ever changing security
industry;

•

Enhance property value by installing an aesthetically
pleasing, modern security product;

•

Reduce false alarms that will save reaction companies time
and cost.

What you will sell:
Armed Bar Technology product range
All ArmedBars.com products are designed and manufactured to
the highest possible standards. The forward-thinking innovation
seen throughout the range is powered by considerable practical
experience and thorough research and development from the
ViewProtect team working in the context of South Africa’s robust
and highly demanding security industry.
The ArmedBars.com range has been tested under extreme and hostile conditions
and each product held firm, standing its ground against onslaughts from simulated
criminal threats during the testing phase.
Advances in the field of alarm systems are constantly developed and improved upon
to make it as difficult as possible for intruders to gain access to properties and homes.
New alarm products make use of a number of mechanisms to stop or stall criminals
for as long as possible. This typically allows time for those at risk to devise and action a
plan to protect themselves, and to give police and reactionary units time to respond
to the scene. The Armed Bar Technology range integrates with alarm monitoring
technology to give the client the best of both worlds.
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Armed Bar Technology
We’ve talked about Armed Bar Technology as a main feature and a
coveted selling point in most of our products, but what is it exactly?
Armed Bar Technology involves fitting our transparent, Polycarbonate
security bars with a specially produced sensor wire which integrates
the barrier with any alarm monitoring system. This patented
technology (United States Patent No. 9,035,770) makes it possible to
provide around-the-clock protection, while providing an aesthetically
pleasing transparent barrier in the home or workplace.
The specially designed tin copper wire has been wedged into a
meticulously cut groove in the barrier, which is then connected to
the alarm monitoring system.
This thin wire is corrosion-resistant and is not visible when looking
through the bar.
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The in-series connection of the wire in the transparent bar receives
an electrical pulse from the alarm board, and an end-of-line resister
also protects the bars if the electrical pulse is bypassed or bridged.
The thin tin copper wires are connected inside a purposely built
aluminium column, known as an AluRail, which is connected on,
or next to the window frame. Should the bars be kicked out, cut,
melted or tampered with in an attempt to burglarize the property,
the thin wire will break and instantly activate the alarm.

Alarm
Panel

Wireless Transmitter

Alarm Signal

Unparalleled alarm sensor integration
This technology allows the home owner, your potential client,
to fully utilize their alarm system by having permanent perimeter
protection while they are living and even moving inside their
home or workplace. This allows the client the freedom to open,
close and easily clean windows and also the bars themselves.
Even the family cat can freely move through openings between
the bars, without setting off the alarm. This is good news,
because this means there will be no more false alarms caused by
accidental human error, animals, plants or insects.
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AluRail

Armed Bar

Window Frame

Window Reveal

Polycarbonate
Our transparent barrier bars are manufactured from Polycarbonate, one of the strongest
thermoplastics available. The bars have been independently tested prior to approval for
use as part of the Armed Bars brand.
Polycarbonate is a high impact product that form part of a group
of thermoplastic polymers that contains carbonate groups in the
chemical structure. Polycarbonate is known to be used in the
manufacturing of bullet resistant windows, police riot shields and
airplane windows. The cockpit of the Lockheed Martin F-22 Raptor
jet fighter is made from a high optical quality polycarbonate.
When the flexible bars are exposed to repeated heavy blows the
material tends to cold form, rather than to shatter.
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Products in the Armed Bars Technology range
1. Smart Bars

2. HotLock

3. Trojan Gate

4. Safety Bars

Transparent, polycarbonate
window guards fitted with
an integrated alarm sensor.

Allows for a potential
escape from fire through
the Smart Bars which
are able to be bent after
opening the HotLock, to
allow for easy exit.

A swinging or sliding
security gate for the
protection of doorways
which supplies unmatched
protection features.

Unarmed window guards
can protect children
from falling from highrise buildings or keep
unwanted animals out.
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1. Smart Bars
As said previously, Armed Bars Technology is what we firmly believe will
revolutionize the US security industry and provide clients with the kind of
freedom they deserve. Smart Bar is a transparent security window barrier
fitted with Armed Bar Technology that has the impressive ability to protect
the home and inhabitants by way of a physically strong, transparent bar
which is integrated with an alarm monitoring system – active 24/7.
These bars are installed within a specially designed AluRail column that is
fitted in or around any window frame or opening. Smart Bars can be made
to custom-fit any point of entry and are prepared prior to installation on
site. Once the bars are fitted into the AluRail, it is connected to the alarm
monitoring system. The AluRail component of the installation allows for a
seamless connection point between the bars and the alarm monitoring
system, no fixtures or wires are visible.
These “first world” physical security barriers will eliminate the imposing
prison-like feel, typically associated with more traditional, “third world”
metal security barriers that are outdated, imposing and offensive to the eye.

ARMEDBAR
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2. HotLock
Establishing an escape route and plan is critical when faced
with the threat of a trespasser or a fire in a home or workplace.
The HotLock will allow inhabitants to flee the site of an
emergency and move to a place of safety without having to
wrestle with heavy bars or other obstructions at an exit point.
HotLock units form part of the property’s security barrier
because it fixes the Smart Bar to the specially designed AluRail
column. The rapid unlocking mechanism allows the occupants
to remove the bars and to easily bend them away to allow for
exit. The removal of the Smart Bars from the AluRail column
will immediately trigger the activation of the alarm system due
to a breach of the magnetic contact point installed inside of
the AluRail’s structure.
The HotLock’s mechanisms are a vital part of the Armed Bar
Technology range and also adhere to US Fire Department
regulations.

When trapped – unlock the HOT LOCK
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3. Trojan Gate
In excess of 50% of residential
break-ins take place at doorways
due to a lack of barrier protection
at this point, this is trend is further
exacerbated by the inability of most
door lock striker plates to provide
adequate strength and protection
against forced entry.
The Trojan Gate can be used as
an outside security barrier at any
doorway. It allows the client the
benefit of added protection when
they choose to open their external
door. Trojan Gates can have a swing
or sliding mechanism, depending on
the client’s need.
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Some of Trojan Gates selling points
include:
• Gate can be armed 24/7, integrated
with any alarm monitoring system;
• 8mm Polycarbonate bars are used;
• Anti-tamper protection feature on
the gate;
• External burglar alarm connection
options are available – even
wireless;
• Installation of magnetic door
contact protection;
• LED warning and branding light.

4. Safety bars
Safety Bars are transparent barriers that can be installed at
window openings or at any other opening to prevent children
from falling through.
A large number of cases are reported in the US each year, where
children have fallen out of windows leading to horrific injury
or death. Safety Bars serve as a great preventative measure to
protect children living in the home, while at the same time
allowing for a pleasing aesthetic which rids the home of any
prison-like feel. In some US states, legislation prescribes that
homes in multi-story developments, where children under
10 years reside, be fitted with a physical barrier that forms a
window guard.
As an added benefit and selling point, Safety Bars can also be
used to prevent entry of unwanted animals because the spacing
between the bars can be customized, depending on the need.
Now let’s look at how ArmedBars.com will bring its offering from
South Africa to the US market.
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Production and opportunities for
development of the product range
Led by the security demands that first inspired South African – based
company, ViewProtect to provide its clients with innovative, reliable and
affordable safety solutions, the ArmedBars.com brand promises to do the
same for its US consumers.
The ArmedBars.com license trade agreement binds the company to provide licensees with only the strictest
quality control over the production of Polycarbonate products, while at the same time providing installers with
quality training to ensure the best possible product standards.
Specialized machinery has been designed for the manufacture and preparation of the Polycarbonate bars used in
the ArmedBars.com range. With trained personnel who specialize in the manufacture and assembly of the Armed
Bar Technology product range, we are better equipped to supply a more superior product than our competitors.
The use of Armed Bar Technology has opened an exciting new industry in the US and with this comes exciting
opportunities for the further development of the product, exclusively for our licensees. The versatility of Armed
Bar Technology allows for the development of more aesthetically pleasing physical barrier products that can be
used in a variety of applications and industries.
Constant development, improvement and innovation, seamlessly fed to ArmedBars.com and its licensees, from
its South African business affiliate ViewProtect, will ensure US licensees have access to the most streamlined
technology to offer its clients.
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The US Market – Ready for new technology
The domestic market is ready for a reliable product that will not only protect
their assets and loved ones, but will also not encumber their lifestyle needs.
The US market is ready for Armed Bar Technology.
According to a report published by research firm, Markets and Markets, the Global home security
solutions market was valued at a staggering $28.3 billion in 2014 and is expected to increase to
an impressive $47.5 billion by 2020.
The Americas, in particular, accounted for the largest home security
market share at 61% of the global market in 2014*.
With nearly 66% of all burglaries in the US being at residential properties,
and over 2.5 million home intrusions committed each year**, the
sobering reality is that consumers are increasingly aware of, and have
become more concerned about security than ever.
The growth of the security solutions market will be driven, not only by
the need for individuals to protect themselves and their property from
ever-changing threats, but also by increasing consumer awareness and
the growing demand for the use of high-tech security systems that focus
on personal protection of the home owner and their family.
*www.securitysales.com/news/forcast
**www.safeguardtheworld.com/statistics
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Enter the market
The fact that crime rates have been steadily declining
offers little respite in a world where consumers have this
growing concern about safety. This escalating unease
remains a substantial contributor to the growth of the
home security market.
The good news is that with the introduction of
Smartphone technology, each individual has the chance to
take control of their own security because this tech allows
the client to easily protect what they deem important.

The US Market – Opportunities
The role of technology in security solutions

Younger consumers

Tech upgrades are expanding the functionality of electronic
security systems. This includes wireless integration and other
“smart home” features that provide greater flexibility and
convenience for consumers. As an added bonus, smart features
are becoming cheaper and more user friendly as the technology
develops. Up to 70 million smart home devices were shipped
across the US in 2016, and that number is only expected to grow.

Consumer preferences held by Millennials are spurring growth
across industries, and the home security market is no exception. This
growing participation in this demographic of the consumer market
is a factor in the growth shown in this industry as a whole*.

The simplicity and efficiency of the Armed Bar Technology
products cater to be an easy integration to these Smartphones
and “smart home” technologies. This unparalleled alarm sensor
will add value and secure protection to these tech applications
that will advance the security status it supply their customers.
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Insurance benefits
According to the Global Home Security System Market report for
2015-2019, insurance companies offer discounts on home insurance
to people who have a monitored security system installed on their
property. The extent of the discount depends on the features and
sophistication of the system.
*https://www.inc.com/dan-scalco/why-home-security-systems-are-on-trackto-be-a-multi-billion-dollar-market.html

The US Market – Statistics
Statistics that shed light on common trends in
break-in cases show that the most common
method of forced entry during a break-in is for the
intruder to kick in the door, and that windows are
more frequently left unlocked than doors. Similarly,
an open window that is visible from the street may
be the sole reason that a house is targeted since
access for the intruder is quick easy and silent.
(www.safetguardtheworld.com/statistics). The
technology that ArmedBars.com offers as part of its
security solution, directly counteracts these trends.
If all of this research is anything to go by, it is clear
that we can expect a substantial and dramatic
increase in home security in the next few years.
These highly favorable indicators in the market will
only serve to strengthen business opportunities.
We believe that the stage is set to provide
ArmedBars.com with the necessary platform to
become a leading force in the US security market.
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Burglary stats
• 2,000,000 Home burglaries
are reported each year in
the United States.
• About 30 percent of all
burglaries take place
through an open or
unlocked window or door.
• Nearly 66 percent of all
burglaries are residential
break-ins.
• The highest percentage of
burglaries occur during
the summer months.
• Homes without security
systems are up to 300% more
likely to be broken into.

Burglary facts
• Every 13 seconds a home intrusion is committed
in the U.S.
• 2.5 Million plus home intrusions are committed
each year.
• Only 17% of the homes in U.S. have a security
system.

Armed Bar Technology and other industries
ArmedBars.com believes that the efficiency of our product range, when backed by our
patented Armed Bar Technology, is currently unsurpassed in the US security market.
We are confident about our product and in the power of its design simplicity across the range.
ArmedBars.com products are geared for use in
industries that range from child and healthcare to
use in the home and business security environments,
but its applications are potentially endless.

What are the benefits for
you and your clients with
Armed Bar Technology?

Other industries that stand to benefit from
ArmedBars.com products include:

• The technology is patented;

• Hospitality industries (hotels and motels);
• Schools and child care facilities;
• Special institutions that offer services to people
with special needs or disabilities;
• Industries operating in environments where there
is a need to prevent intrusions, such as farms and
game reserves;
• VIP Protection industries;
• Police;
• Insurance companies;
• Alarm companies;
• Locksmiths;
• Physical security.
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• Security barriers are
aesthetically pleasing;
• Bars are connected to a 24-hour
alarm monitoring system;
• The promise of no more
accidental false alarms;
• Product has been approved and
is independently tested;
• Easy, no fuss installation;
• Your business will operate in an
industry that is trade-regulated.

Build your legacy with ArmedBars.com
ArmedBars.com has negotiated exclusive trading rights for Armed Bar Technology in the US security
market, and you, as an entrepreneur, or leader of an existing business, now have the opportunity to
trade with rewarding exclusivity as part of the ground-breaking ArmedBars.com team.
Here is your opportunity to build a legacy. It’s not often that one stumbles
across an opportunity to corner a market while at the same time enjoy the
freedom of exploring a brand new solution to the global challenge of keeping
homes and businesses safe. Such opportunities are truly scarse, but here you
are at the very cusp.
Take a minute and consider this carefully; this could be the break you need to
set yourself on a path to own your own business, or diversify your offering to
your clients.
Indeed, it takes ironclad dedication and a strong desire to succeed and
become a successful entrepreneur. Are you the kind of person who is fuelled
by the desire to succeed? Then take life by the horns and leave a positive
legacy. ArmedBars.com could be the vehicle for you to do just that.
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Let’s get to the numbers
Only a selected few businesses will be eligible for the opportunity to run their own business with
exclusive licenses from ArmedBars.com. This means that you and your team will be one of only a
few in the country to drive and revolutionize the physical security and safety barrier industries in
the US, using Armed Bar Technology. Let that sink in for a moment. The reward is almost certainly,
unlimited growth potential.
Exclusive licensee rights will range between $5000 and $10 000.
The price will be determined by the population figures and crime
statistics for the region in which you choose to trade. Due to these
factors, it is difficult to provide applicants with a pre-determined fee
per region, as each application will be subject to its own terms and
conditions.
A monthly royalty fee of 5% of the business revenue must be paid
to ArmedBars.com. Of course, applicants such as yourself, who
are considered pioneers of the brand in the US, will have a better
opportunity to negotiate and isolate regions of your choice in which
to trade. Each application will be measured by the applicant’s ability
to make a success of the business.
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Working relationship with licensees
Now that you have an idea of the costs involved, you may
want to know more about the anticipated working dynamic
between ArmedBars.com and our successful licensees.
As mentioned earlier, ArmedBars.com is a holding company that owns exclusive rights
to trade with Armed Bar Technology products throughout the US.
ArmedBars.com, now referred to as the licensor, will be responsible for the ongoing
support of the licensees and will provide the necessary help the licensee, to build a successful business with the Armed Bar Technology
product range.
All licensee and royalty fees are payable to the licensor, who will also be responsible for the improvement and development of new
innovative products for the transparent security barrier industry.
ArmedBars.com has a US-based factory that will be responsible for the manufacture and distribution of the Armed Bar Technology products
and will stock the full range of products to be ordered by the licensees. These orders will be prepared and distributed nationally to the
licensee’s registered address.
Each licensee will have the exclusive right to trade with the Armed Bar Technology range in their approved region. The licensee will be
responsible for generating leads and to actively and effectively market the products to consumers. It will therefore be the responsibility of
the licensee to display the needed branding and actively market the products to generate their own leads. The licensor will provide the
necessary training on running a healthy business.
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What will be required of you as a licensee?
To become a licensee, you will be required to attend a training session which must be
completed successfully in order to advance the business. After completing the training you
will be expected to sign a Code of Conduct by which you commit yourself to maintaining
the level of quality service and confidentiality code of the ArmedBars.com.
Each licensee will receive exclusive rights to trade using the Armed Bar Technology
range of products.
During training, each licensee will be provided with the required technical and
marketing information that will help to identify their target market.
Constant ongoing upgrades on the newest designs and technology will be
communicated to the licensee, to best equip them to remain the market leader in
providing the client with superior ArmedBars.com products and services.
ArmedBars.com will remain the sole supplier of all Polycarbonate products to their
licensees with strict quality control exercised to allow the licensees to sell only
approved products of the highest possible standard.
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What’s next?
So, you’ve carefully reflected on and considered all that we have
said. Let’s assume you are enthusiastic about the benefits of running
your own business, leaving behind a great legacy and believe in the
earning and life-saving potential of the growing security industry.
You have the extraordinary vision and entrepreneurial skills needed to make this business
venture work. ArmedBars.com is looking for hardworking, honest go-getters who value
integrity and will handle their paying customers with the respect they deserve.
Well, if you are that winner, then there is only one thing left to do. Grab this opportunity to
become part of the team to bring the ArmedBars.com revolution to the US security industry!
Complete the ArmedBars.com application form that will provide us with as much
information on your existing enterprise, experience and drive to take on this project.
The simple questionnaire must be completed with as much information as possible. This will
allow the ArmedBars.com team to draw up a short list of candidates for the final face-to-face
discussion, which will further help us to set you on a path to a rewarding, successful business.
Yours in leading security,

Marius De Villiers
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CLICK HERE
to complete the
application form.
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